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Abstract: This article deals with a new original analytical solution of deformation, force and stress
states in wood screw joints up to the limit values of pulling out/breaking the screw. The screws are
under tension. The wood-to-screw interaction is effectively simplified by introducing several physical
model variants using a tangential elastic non-linear foundation. The experimental verification of the
proposed models using pull-out tests (i.e., pulling out screws from dry spruce wood in laboratory conditions) confirms the correctness of the proposed models of the elastic linear/non-linear foundation.
The validity of the model is also analytically and experimentally verified in the biomechanical model
of pulling out screws from the femur of a bovine/human cadaver, which confirms and expands the
validity of newly designed screw joint models outside the timber structure area.
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1. Introduction

with regard to jurisdictional claims in

Screw joints of various types and designs are very common in general technical
practice. These are, e.g., removable/permanent joints of wood or other materials (wooden
structures, plastics, furniture, construction, automotive industry, etc.), dowel joints, threadforming/self-tapping/self-drilling screws, foundation screws, ground screws, shrink rings,
etc. (see Figure 1a–c and references [1–9]).
Screw joints are actually a variation of a bolted joint (see [5,10,11]).
Important applications of screws are also found in surgery and in the treatment of
complicated fractures and deformities of humans/animals in traumatology/orthopaedics
(external and internal fixations in osteosyntheses, etc.) (see Figure 1c and, for example,
references [12–21]).
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Figure 1. Common applications and design of engineering screw joints.

It is also surprising that screw joints even occur naturally in some biological tissues,
e.g., coxa–trochanteral joints on the legs of the weevil Trigonopterus oblongus. The hips of
weevils do not consist of the usual hinges, but of “unknown” joints based on a screw-andnut system. This “unusual” biological screw thread is about half a millimeter in size (see
references [22,23]).
Pull-out tests of screw joints are carried out mostly in orthopaedics/traumatology
applications (see [16,24–28]). Orthopaedic/traumatology surgery often involves the use
of bone screws to stabilize fractures via fixation techniques. Measured or calculated pullout strength is commonly used to measure screw fixation strength and for the reliability
assessment of screw fixation. However, “similar” applications are found in wooden
structures (see [1,4]).
For the above reasons, it is advisable to deal with the screw joint mechanics. Therefore,
this article deals with new and original material models of screw joints with a focus on the
interaction between the screw and the material, including the evaluation of limit states.
The purpose is to find the characteristics of a tangential elastic foundation that should
simplify the solved task of mechanics.
Hence, theory, the derivation of analytical linear/non-linear solutions and first experiments are exposed and evaluated.
Unlike common, simplified orientation design procedures (see [1–3,5,6,11] and others)
and calculations using the finite element method (FEM) (see [7,10,12,16,29,30] and others),
a new approach to solving the problems of screw joints is proposed, applied and experimentally verified in this article. This new approach is based on the application of the
proposed tangential elastic foundation as a sufficiently accurate and effective solution to
the interaction between the screw and the material to be joined.
The results and procedures are valid for the axial tensile stress of the screw joints in
the elastic and elasto-plastic areas, including the limit states of pulling the screw out of the
material or the screw breakage.
Depending on the technical need and severity of the problem, it is possible to choose
the proposed shape of the linear/non-linear model, including its analytical solution.
Thus, in some cases, the use of new tangential foundation models eliminates the need
for sophisticated/time-consuming FEM modeling, and it also offers various simplifications and acceleration of the calculation, or a rapid probability stochastic approach to
the solution, for example, using the Monte Carlo method, SBRA method and others (see,
e.g., [6,12,29,31–33]).
These may lead to improving the production of screws (i.e., machining and 3D printing
technologies, material properties, etc.) (for example, see [20,34–40]).
Therefore, there is an alternative simplification of the calculation of the tangential
elastic foundation applications, which is the subject of our article. Verification of the models
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of the screw and joint material interaction was performed on steel and titanium screws of
various types placed not only in dry spruce wood but also in a bovine/human femur with
a targeted future application in biomechanics in the field of implant attachment research
for the treatment of complicated fractures in traumatology/orthopaedics. The criterion for
evaluating the correctness of new models is the degree of consensus of the analytical solution with the pull-out test (i.e., experiments in the laboratory at VSB—Technical University
of Ostrava, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Applied Mechanics).
In some cases, it is generally accepted that the interaction (i.e., mechanical contact)
between the body and the continuum can be most easily replaced by an elastic foundation.
The basic principle and thus the known fact is the linear or non-linear dependence between
the foundation reaction and the deformation of the foundation.
Usually, the elastic foundation is used for bending ([9,15,29,30,32,41]) (see Figure 2a),
but here it is newly, unconventionally and originally used for the task of tension or pressure
load (the so-called tangential elastic foundation) (see Figure 2b and different approaches
presented in [42]).

Figure 2. Elastic foundation due to the loads (points 1 and 2 are moved to new positions 1* and 2*). (a) Bending according
to Winkler (distributed reaction force in foundation q R = kv in linear cases); (b) Tension/pressure—new tangential model
according to Frydrýšek and Michenková (distributed reaction force q N = k N u in linear cases, where k N [Pa] is elastic
foundation stiffness, u [m] is axial displacement/elongation and Fi [N] is a tensile/compression force).

In the following text, attention is focused only on the tangential elastic foundation
(i.e., new type), with a more general non-linear model being considered.
2. The Tangential (Tensile) Elastic Foundation
In the case of a screw connection, it is assumed that the screw can be replaced by a
beam and also that the screw is placed in the tangential elastic foundation over the length
and circumference of the contact between the thread and the connected material. The screw
(beam) is subjected to tension/pressure in this task.
The proposed new model of elastic foundation assumes that the continuous tangent
reaction in the foundation q N = q N ( x, u, . . .) [Nm−1 ] is directly proportional to the
axial displacement of the center line u = u( x ) [m]. From equilibrium on the infinitesimal
length section dx [m], the equation of equilibrium in the axial direction can be derived (see
Figure 3).
N + q N dx − ( N + dN ) = 0 , i.e.,

dN
= qN
dx

(1)
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Figure 3. Section of the beam (screw) resting on a tangential elastic foundation, where N [N] is a
normal (axial, internal) force.

Assuming small deformations in the screw (beam) and possible small/large deformations in the fasteners (e.g., thread tear, etc.), the relative deformation ε [1] in tension/compression of the beam section is calculated as
ε=

N
d2 u
1 dN
du
=
, · · · , i.e., · · · 2 =
,
dx
EA
EA dx
dx

(2)

where A [m2 ] is the cross-section area of the beam (screw) and E [Pa] is the elastic modulus of the beam (screw). The relationship (2) is linear, however, the foundation and its
deformation can generally be non-linear, which is a significant factor of the tangential
elastic foundation.
By substituting Equations (1) to (2), the relationship for the second order homogeneous
differential equation is obtained
q
d2 u
= N,
(3)
EA
dx2
which is generally non-linear.
If q N = 0 (i.e., the beam is not placed in the tangential foundation), it is a common
simple tension/pressure task.
It is clear from the measurements that the dependence F = f (uB ) and the reaction force
of the tangential foundation q N are non-linear. However, despite this fact, the differential
Equations (1) to (3) can be solved in an analytical way, which is advantageous and fast, since
the use of numerical methods, such as the finite element method, is no longer necessary.
The solution procedure is based on the best possible and most practical approximation of
the experiment and is as follows.
It is assumed that q N = f (u), or N = f (u), as indicated by the results of the experiment. Appropriate adjustment is introduced:
du dN du dN
N dN
dN
=
=
=
,
dx
du dx
dx du
EA du

(4)

where Equation (2) is applied.
Equation (1) can be adjusted to the following form:
N

dN
= EA q N ,
du

(5)

which is a separable first order differential equation. This equation is generally non-linear
but can be directly solved by integration, as will be shown below. Thus, the advantage
is a reduction in the order of the differential equation (i.e., reduction in the degree of
derivation), which is apparent from the comparison of Equations (5) and (3).
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3. Material and Methods
To solve the problem of pulling screws out of fasteners (see the previous text) it
is advisable:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

To prepare test samples for woodwork screw joints in the laboratory.
To determine experimentally the dependence of pulling force F = N = f (u, . . .) in
the laboratory (i.e., the pull-out test).
To determine the appropriate shapes of the reaction force q N (i.e., to design a physical model of the tangential foundation) based on the evaluation of the experiment
(laboratory measurements, regression methods, etc.).
To solve differential Equation (3) based on the knowledge of the reaction force q N ,
i.e., to acquire the axial displacement u.
To compare the obtained results with experiments and to evaluate proposed models
of the tangential foundation, including the correctness of theory and use.
To check dependencies on other materials such as bone (i.e., “similar” applications in
biomechanics, traumatology and orthopaedics).
To conduct a discussion, draw conclusions and suggest future possible applications
and other possible solutions.

The screws examined in this publication are made of two types of material, namely
1.4441 stainless steel (AISI 316L) and Ti6Al4V titanium alloy. The basic mechanical properties
of these materials are given in Table 1 (see references [36,37,40]). Hence, screws are considered
to be isotropic, homogeneous materials and biocompatible from a human perspective.
Table 1. Basic material information on the applied screws.
Material

Modulus of
Elasticity E [Pa]

Yield Limit [MPa]

Fracture Limit [MPa]

1.4441

2.1 × 1011

892

977

1011

919

1034

Ti6Al4V

1.06 ×

The screws are made using either a conventional machining method or metal powder 3D printing technology where machining is the finishing process (see [34,35,37–39]).
However, the screw production technology is not dealt with in this article because the
main objective is to verify the material models of the tangential elastic foundation. Since
the screws are stiffer than wood (i.e., the screws have a greater modulus of elasticity than
wood), the screw production technology does not have a significant impact on the results
of the pull-out tests (see [13,24,37]).
Two types of screws, HB 6.5 (full cross-section) and HB 7 (cannulated cross-section, i.e.,
hollow cross-section profile), are used for both computational and experimental measurements. Both screws have thread length L2 = 0.09 m. The manufacturer of these screws is
the Czech company MEDIN a.s. For more details, see Table 2 and the web page of MEDIN
a.s. [20].
Thus, the tangential foundation simply replaces the effect of wood-screwed parts
(i.e., simplifies mechanical contact), and this has a major impact on the practicality of the
entire proposed model. Then, assuming that the functional dependency of qN is correctly
determined, the model can be used for generally anisotropic and non-homogeneous and
dry or moist materials, which is undoubtedly the case for wood. Therefore, the tangential foundation offers the possibility of significant and highly effective simplification in
conventional timber structure calculations.
Wood is hygroscopic but “dry” wood of Picea abies was chosen for the first verification.
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Table 2. Basic material information on the applied cancellous screws (see [20]).
Self-Tapping Cancellous Bone Screw HB6.5

SSt

A

129796911

45 mm

129796921

50 mm

129796931

55 mm

129796941

60 mm

129796951

65 mm

129796961

70 mm

129796971

75 mm

129796981

80 mm

129796991

85 mm

Thread diameter 6.5 mm

129797001

90 mm

Shank diameter 4.5 mm

129797011

95 mm

Core diameter 3 mm

129797021

100 mm

Head diameter 8 mm

129797031

105 mm

Drill bit for threaded hole 3.2/3.75 mm

129797041

110 mm

Screwdriver Hex key 3.5 mm

129797051

115 mm

Material: Stainless steel AISI 316 L (DIN 1.4441/316 L medical)
or titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). Dimension “B” = L2 .

129797061

120 mm

Cancellous Bone Screw HB7

SSt

A

129798210

40 mm

129798220

45 mm

129798230

50 mm

129798240

55 mm

129798250

60 mm

129798260

65 mm

129798270

70 mm

129798280

75 mm

129798290

80 mm

129798300

85 mm

129798310

90 mm

Thread diameter 7 mm

129798320

95 mm

Shank diameter 5 mm

129798330

100 mm

Core diameter 3.5 mm

129798340

105 mm

Head diameter 8 mm

129798350

110 mm

Drill bit for threaded hole 4 mm

129798360

115 mm

Screwdriver Hex key 3.5 mm

129798370

120 mm

Cannulation 1.8 mm

129798380

125 mm

Material: Stainless steel AISI 316 L (DIN 1.4441/316 L medical)
or titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). Dimension “B” = L2 .

129798390

130 mm

B

32 mm

B

32 mm

4. Experiment (Pull-Out Test for Screws) and Its Evaluation
The characteristics of the tangential elastic foundation (screw/wood interaction)
are influenced by many factors, such as material properties, composition, age, external
environment, moisture, wood degradation or biodegradation processes, etc., which affect
the results of experiments.
The experiments have the possibility to verify the proposed theory of tangential elastic
foundation and to verify the models of screw/wood interaction and to provide other
valuable information.
Pull-out tests for screws in wooden parts were carried out on the universal testing machine TESTOMETRIC M500–50CT (laboratories of the Department of Applied Mechanics,
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, VSB—Technical University of Ostrava). TESTOMETRIC M500–50CT is a fully digital testing system with high-precision control and accuracy
and high-speed data collection systems. It includes automated computer control of test
methods, giving simplicity of operation. For more information, see [43].
The screws were attached in a special preparation and the pulling speed was 0.01 m/min.
For the solution, long threads (i.e., long thread areas of the contact between the thread
and fasteners) were chosen, which leads to more interesting, more sophisticated research
with more general use.
All screws were manually screwed into the pre-drilled wooden cylinder (diameter
Dwood = 0.05 m, length L = 0.14 m) within the thread length, i.e., to a depth of L2 = 0.09 m
with shank length L1 = 0.025 m (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Measurements and testing specimen (the sketch not shown in actual scale).

Conventional dry spruce wood (Picea abies) of standard quality (i.e., moisture about
10%) purchased at a supermarket was used.
HB 6.5 and HB 7 screws were screwed into the wood in the grain/radial plane and in
a direction perpendicular to the transversal plane (see Figure 4).
Place A in Figure 6 indicates the point where the screw in the test machine is attached
in the holding device. The screw displacement uA [m] is measured at this point.
Place B in Figure 4 indicates the point where the shank ends and the thread begins.
1
The displacement at B is, according to the general mechanics relations, uB = uA − FL
EA [m]
and F [N] is the measured tensile force.
“Fixed end” in Figure 4 indicates a combination of a glued joint and four small
screw joints.
An example of the course of the experiment (i.e., the dependence F = f (uB )) and
the termination of the experiment (pulling out the screw from the wood) is shown in
Figure 5. It is obvious that the course of the experiment variables determines the boundary
conditions for differential Equations (1) and (3).
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Figure 5. Pull-out test, measurement No. 1. (a) Dependence of tensile force F on screw elongation u B ; (b) the pulled out
screw (end of measurement).

The dependencies F = f (uB ), such as those presented in Figure 5, are similar to the
results presented in references [16,24–27].
A continuous tangential reaction of the elastic foundation qN is searched only on the
interval to the extreme uB ∈ h0; uE i and F = N ∈ h0; FE i, i.e., from the beginning of
loading to the pulling out/breaking of the screw (see Figures 5 and 6), where the displacement uE [m] and force FE [N] are values obtained from the experiment at the maximum
measured tensile force FE (i.e., at the limit state). The other part of the dependence of the
force on the displacement uB > u E is not examined because the entire screw is displaced
and the joint is already destroyed (i.e., the limit failure state has been reached).

Figure 6. Pull-out test: A typical dependence of tensile force F on the screw elongation u B (determination of extreme values of the pull-out test for screws in the wood).

Hence, 13 successful measurements of pull-out tests for screws in the wood were
performed (see Table 3). Most of the measurements ended with the screw pulling out
(stripping thread) but some of them also ended with a screw breakage. For more details,
see Figures 5b and 7.
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Table 3. Pull-out test results (Picea abies wood, moisture about 10%).
Measurement
Limit State

Damage Limit State
Description

Measurement
Number

Screw Type

Screw
Material

Pre-Drilled Hole
Diameter [m]

FE [N]

uE [m]

1

HB 6.5

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.0032

8634

0.001405

2

HB 6.5

Ti6Al4V

0.004

7475

0.001666

3

HB 7

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.004

8541

0.001527

4

HB 7

Ti6Al4V

0.0045

8649

0.001638

5

HB 6.5

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.004

8770

0.001707

Pulling the screw out
of the wood

6

HB 6.5

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.004

8942

0.001468

Screw breakage

7

HB 6.5

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.004

8279

0.00114

8

HB 7

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.005

7390

0.001385

9

HB 7

1.4441
(AISI 316L)

0.005

7606

0.001544

10

HB 6.5

Ti6Al4V

0.005

7322

0.001906

11

HB 6.5

Ti6Al4V

0.005

7381

0.001339

12

HB 7

Ti6Al4V

0.0055

9105

0.001804

13

HB 7

Ti6Al4V

0.0055

9481

0.002157

Pulling the screw out
of the wood
Screw breakage

Pulling the screw out
of the wood

Screw breakage

Figure 7. Pull-out test, measurement No. 6 (screw breakage, end of measurement).
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The variability of the results of measured variables FE , uE given in Table 3 is therefore
primarily due to a combination of material properties of dry spruce wood, screw materials,
type of screws and pre-drilling and screwing operations. The aim was to have “diverse”
results for more general verification options for the designed tangential elastic foundation
models. According to the medical point of view, the variability of pre-drilled hole diameters
(0.0032 to 0.0055 m) was chosen (i.e., connection to the future pull-out tests of bone joints
in bovine and human femurs).
It is clear from the nature of the measured quantities and the knowledge of mechanics
that the normal force at point B must be equal to the loading force, i.e., NB = F.
The presented results are similar to the work of other scientists, for example, see [3,24].
In the next step, it is necessary to propose a suitable dependency from the relationship
(5), i.e.,
N dN
.
(6)
EA du
This is possible by evaluating the pull-out test experiments (see Figures 5 and 6 and
Table 3). For the solution, finding a suitable regression equation is possible on the interval
uB ∈ h0; uE i and F ∈ h0; FE i, which should meet three conditions:
qN =


uB = 0 , F = 0 . . . i.e., no load condition,

uB = uE , F = FE . . . i.e., the ultimate load (extreme),
,

dF
uB = uE , du
= 0 . . . i.e., the ultimate load (extreme),

(7)

B

i.e., the dependency NB = F = f (uB ) passes through the origin, passes through the extreme
point and has the same extreme as the experiment.
Mathematical regression models were applied for the interval uB ∈ h0; uE i (i.e., interval of applicability of a screw) (see Figures 5 and 6).
Examples of mathematical regressions using sine series and square roots of power
series (i.e., different regressions) are given in [18]. This paper only presents regressions
using the “elegant” relationship NB = a[1 − cos(buB )]m , where a [N], b [1/m] and m [1]
are constants. This dependency must meet the conditions (7). Hence, after the application
of Equation (7), the aim is to find only one parameter m by regression (i.e., a simple and
easy method of regression). Then, the following is applied



FE
π uB m
NB = m 1 − cos
,
2
uE

(8)

where the constant m is found by regression, e.g., in sw Matlab (Toolbox Curve Fitting)
(see Table 4 and Figure 8).
Table 4. The pull-out test results (a simple one-parameter approximation of measured data).
im
h

Approximation NB = 2FmE 1−cos πuuE B
Measurement
Number

Regression
m [1]

FE [N]

uE [m]

1

1.078

8634

0.001405

2

0.5139

7475

0.001666

3

0.7876

8541

0.001527

4

0.5128

8649

0.001638

Measurement (Limit States), See also Table 3
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Table 4. Cont.
h

im
Approximation NB = 2FmE 1−cos πuuE B
Measurement
Number

Regression

Measurement (Limit States), See also Table 3

m [1]

FE [N]

uE [m]

5

0.6739

8770

0.001707

6

0.7499

8942

0.001468

7

0.621

8279

0.00114

8

0.6648

7390

0.001385

9

0.7506

7606

0.001544

10

1.095

7322

0.001906

11

0.5122

7381

0.001339

12

0.6158

9105

0.001804

13

0.5347

9481

0.002157

Figure 8. Pull-out test, measurement No. 1: Dependence of tensile force F on screw elongation u B
h

im
(the experiment and its approximation by regression function F = NB = 2FmE 1 − cos πuuE B
for
interval uB ∈ h0; uE i).

Similar consensus to the experiment, as shown in Figure 8 (i.e., measurement No. 1), is
also shown by other measurements from Tables 3 and 4, which only confirms the correctness
of the proposed model. Therefore, the introduction of a multi-parameter regression function
does not seem to be necessary but is possible too.
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From the knowledge of mechanics, relationship (8) can be generalized. Then, an
important finding applies for the general value of the normal force N that
N=




FE
πu m
1
−
cos
2m
uE

(9)

Equation (9) applies for the entire length of the screwed thread L2 = 0.09 m (see
Figure 4), i.e., for the elongation u ∈ huB ; uC i, where points B and C are the ends of the
screwed portion of the screw section and their displacements are uB and uC .
The relatively “simple” dependence ((8) or (9)) is encumbered by a minor error towards
the experiment, and therefore is accurate enough.
For other needs, it is also appropriate to determine the derivative of the normal force






πmFE sin πuEu
dN
πFE m
πu
π u m −1

i .
=
sin
(10)
1 − cos
= h
du
u E 2m
uE
uE
uE 1 − cos πuEu
Relationship (6) then results in the relationship for the continuously distributed
reaction force


h

i2m−1

π m N 2 sin πuEu
π m F2E sin πuEu 1 − cos πuEu
N dN
h

i =
=
.
(11)
qN =
EA du
4m EAuE
EAu 1 − cos π u
E

uE

The determined dependence q N on the surface (in point B), i.e., the function q N =
f (uB ), is shown in Figure 9. It is obvious that at the moment of the screw pulling, i.e.,
when uB = uE , the q N = 0, which is in line with reality (disintegration of screw joints,
confirmation of the theory of mechanics).

Figure 9. The course of the calculated continuous tangential reaction q N at the base at point B of the
screw (measurement No. 1), see Figure 5.

The position of the extreme value
 q Nis given by the zero value of the first derivative

(when

dq N
dx

= 0), i.e., uqN =

uE
π

acos

1−2m
2m

(see Figure 9).

5. Determination of the Screw Elongation
It follows from Equations (2) and (9):



du
FE
πu m
=
1
−
cos
,
dx
EA2m
uE

(12)
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i.e., with the solution

R
h

du

im
1−cos πu u

FE
EA2m

=

R

dx +C, where C [m] is the integration

E

constant, which is determined from the boundary condition x = 0, u = uB ∈ h0; uE i (see
Figure 4).
The result obtained is valid for the selected value of the position of the threaded
portion of the screw from the interval x ∈ h0; L2 i (see Figure 4) and, at the same time,
according to the selected known value of the displacement measurement from the course
of the pull-out test (i.e., according to the selected value uB ). Then, the displacement u in the
general position can be determined and, therefore, u = f (uB , x ). A positive displacement
direction (elongation), u and uB , is shown in Figure 4.
The solution of Equation (12) can also be done using a definite integral with a variable limit:
Z u
uB

h

FE
du

im =
m
EA2
πu
1 − cos uE

Z x
0

dx , where x ∈ h0; L2 i and uB ∈ h0; uE i.

(13)

By determining the primitive function G(u) [m]:
G(u) =

Z

h

du
im ,

1 − cos πuEu

(14)

which is the higher transcendent function of elongation u (i.e., the solution of the integral
exists, but can only be determined by numerical methods or by the development of infinite
series), and relationship (13) can be rewritten as:
G(uB ) − G(u) =

FE x
.
EA2m

(15)

The searched displacement u = f (uB , x ) is “hidden” in the implicit function G(u) and
its determination is slightly more difficult but solvable. An example of the course of the
dependence of u = f (uB , x ) for measurement number 1 is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The course of the screw elongation dependence u = f (u B , x ) for measurement No. 1 (i.e., the solution of
Equation (15)).

From the course in Figure 10, it is clear that the dependencies u = f (uB , x ) are
approximately linear (practically constant) for the selected values of uB and decrease
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slowly with the distance x, which is not in conflict with numerical and other solutions in
reference [25].
6. Discussion
The problem of several variants of the geometrical and material design of screw joints
in the wood was solved in an analytical way by means of a newly designed tangential
model of an elastic foundation (i.e., according to the authors Frydrýšek and Michenková).
The results (see Equations (9), (11) and (15)) and, thus, the proposed elastic foundation
model, are in very good correlation with the pull-out tests performed at our workplace (see
Tables 3 and 4, and Figure 8). The validity of the tangential elastic foundation proposed
by us is until the limit state is reached (pulling the screw out of the wood or screw breakage), while the anisotropic and inhomogeneous properties of the wood are also indirectly
taken into account. The presented tangential foundation model applies to small screw
deformations and small/large foundation deformations.
Thus, it is possible to replace the generally relatively complex 3D task of a screw joint
(i.e., complicated mechanical contact with friction) using the tangential model of the elastic
foundation we designed. This should lead to a substantial simplification and important
acceleration of the calculation, e.g., the targeted replacement of the abovementioned nonlinearity of the 3D screw joint task by a much simpler non-linearity of elastic foundation
(introduction of non-linear springs according to (9), etc.). Therefore, the advantage of the
elastic foundation is a significant and sufficiently precise simplification of the generally
very complicated interaction of the screw and the fastener.
It is important to also verify the newly designed model on other (non-wood) joined
materials. In fact, the tangential elastic foundation significantly simplifies the anisotropy
or orthotropy and inhomogeneity of the joined material.
By utilizing the experience of biomechanics, which is also the main subject of research
at our workplace, it is possible to apply it to bone screws used in medicine and veterinary
(i.e., screws screwed into bones). Hence, the new tangential elastic foundation model is
also used in biomechanics for verification and generalization.
In traumatology and orthopaedics, the pull-out tests of bone screws are mostly connected with the reliability assessment of screw joints. Bone screws are commonly used in
implants for internal or external fracture fixation (see [12,13,15,16,19,24,25,27,28]). To date,
works on bone screw pull-outs have focused mainly on cadaver, animal and artificial bones
(healthy or osteoporotic) (see [14,17,26]). Osteoporosis means “porous bone”.
An analytical and experimental solution for pulling out bone screws from the proximal
portions of human/bovine cadaveric bones (hip from caput femoris and collum femoris) is
mentioned here (see Figures 11 and 12 and references [15,18]). However, the issue of
bones (although it has some resemblance to wood) is not the main subject of this article
and therefore the results of bone screw joints are presented very briefly. In the future
continuation of this work, the results of pull-out tests of bone screws will be published in
connection to other similar biomechanical problems of screws.
The solution used the same type of tangential foundation model as in the previous
section of this article, but for new measurements and a new regression (i.e., for new uB ,
F, uE , FE and m values). The same HB 6.5 (full cross section) and HB 7 (cannulated cross
section) screws were also used, as above, and for various pre-drilling and tap selection
options according to medical surgical procedures.
The screws were made by conventional machining or 3D printing with finishing
operations using medical 1.4441 (AISI 316L) stainless steel and medical Ti6Al4V titanium
alloy. For more details, see our references [15,18,27].
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Figure 11. Biomechanics of human os femoris with factura collum femoris, osteosynthesis and application of a bone screw in
connection with experiments.

Figure 12. Biomechanics of bovine os femoris, bone screw application and the pull-out test.

The findings (calculations and experiments) confirmed a very good consensus of
the theory and practice of the tangential elastic foundation in the biomechanical role
of the screw–bone interaction. Thus, it can be stated that the use of a tangential elastic foundation is suitable for general types of screw joints and general types of joined
isotropic/orthotropic/anisotropic materials.
The mentioned biomechanical applications will be published in future.
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7. Results
Since the abovementioned findings and analytical, experimental and numerical approaches have confirmed the theory and practice of the newly proposed tangential elastic
foundation model, the following may be stated:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

We have been able to derive the new theoretical solution of the differential equation of
the screw joint using the tangential elastic foundation theory, including the determination of the boundary conditions and derivation of the analytical solution procedure.
The screw (beam on the elastic foundation) is subjected to tension/compression
loading in this article.
Two types of screws (HB 6.5 and HB 7) were made of stainless steel 1.4441 (AISI
316L) and titanium alloy Ti6Al4V by machining technology and 3D printing + machining technology.
Experimental tests (pull-out tests) for joining dry spruce wood and bovine and human
bones (i.e., three types of generally anisotropic and non-homogeneous materials) were
carried out using pull-out tests up to limit states (screw breakage, pulling the screw
out of the fasteners). The uB , F dependencies were obtained for 13 cases, and the limit
failure states (uE , FE ) were evaluated. Our experimental tests are in good agreement
with different experiments with different materials (see [24,26–28]). However, it is
advisable to perform more experiments.
A sufficient regression analysis of a sufficiently determined dependence of the normal
h

im
force on the elongation (displacement) of the screw N = 2FmE 1 − cos πuEu
was
performed, i.e., the determination of the m factor from the evaluation of the pull-out
tests. Regression approximates the course of the experiment accurately enough for
desired applicability (i.e., for interval uB ∈ h0; uE i).
Thus, the application of the tangential elastic foundation model can be generalized
to the joining of diverse materials by different types of screws made of different
materials (forming, 3D printing). The condition of such anhapplication
 of
ithe tangential
m

7.

foundation is the knowledge of the relationship N = 2FmE 1 − cos πuEu
for a given
screw joint. However, this is only possible using the measurement evaluation.
The obtained results confirm the correctness of the proposed tangential elastic foundation as an alternative and simpler solution of the complex 3D task of mechanical
contact with friction, which is undoubtedly the case of the screw joint. Instead of
the task of strongly non-linear mechanical contact, the simpler use
h of a suitable

inumber of non-linear springs satisfying the relationships N =

8.

9.

10.

FE
2m

1 − cos

πu
uE

m

or

N dN
q N = EA
du can be applied. Such non-linear springs can be applied, for example, in
nodes of the finite element mesh, etc. Thanks to the shortening of computational
times, in addition to a simpler, more affordable and faster solution, it is also possible
to apply the probabilistic approach very effectively in the design of the screw joint.
Probabilistic approaches and probabilistic reliability assessments (based, e.g., on the
Monte Carlo method and respecting the real variability of input and output variables)
are in line with modern trends in science and technology (see [6,29,31–33]).
Other possible approximations of the dependencies N = f (u), for interval uB ∈ h0; uE i,
expressed by sine series, square roots of power series or other models, etc., are also
other aspects of the research, but are not the subject of this article. For more details,
see references [18,42].
Other applications of the tangential elastic foundation are also possible (shrink rings,
earth screws, bone screws in traumatology and orthopaedics), and the biomechanical
tasks (pulling screws out of the bone) are briefly mentioned in this article. For more
information, see [12,15,29].
It is clear from the first results and applications that the new tangential foundation model, which is also characterized by continuously distributed reaction force
2
N dN
q N = EA ddxu2 , or q N = EA
du , offers a new alternative as a sufficiently accurate and
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11.

12.

relatively simple solution to the real complex interaction of the screw and the fasteners. It is also advantageous that large deformations, non-linearities, anisotropy or
inhomogeneities can occur in this model of tangential foundation.
It is also appropriate to focus on the future. In other models of elastic foundations,
the influence of self-weight and dynamics (see [21]) can also be taken into account
(however, this would lead to solving partial differential equations in the most complex
tasks). The application of large deformations (logarithmic strains ε log = ln(1+ du
dx )
applied in Equation (1)), etc. is significant, as well as the combined bending + tension/pressure loads (see [15]) or torsion + bending + tension/pressure loads and
impact loads [21], which are common, and not only in mechanical, building or biomechanical structures. This will be the subject of further research to follow up this article.
Other complex biomechanical/mechanical applications are possible too, for example,
see [12,14,26].
After further experiments, our model can be applied as an alternative method in
design codes, for example, see [3], etc.

8. Conclusions
The problem of the solution of beams placed on an elastic foundation is very extensive
and of great importance in the theoretical and practical field of science and technology.
Typical applications are predominantly in bending tasks. However, this article focuses on
new, original and highly efficient tension/pressure load applications.
A new model of a tangential foundation has been proposed (i.e., the differential
equation and its solution) which is applicable to a beam (screw) drilled (placed) in this type
of the foundation and subjected to tension/pressure. Properties of this foundation were
investigated analytically (compilation and solution of a differential equation including
boundary conditions), experimental execution of hpull-out tests
iand finding a suitable
m

simple and sufficiently accurate regression N = 2FmE 1 − cos πuEu
of the dependence of
normal forces N on elongation (displacement) u of the screw.
The scope of application of the new tangential elastic foundation is up to the limit
failure state of the screw joint (i.e., either screw breakage or the screw pulling out of
the fastener).
HB 6.5 and HB 7 screws made of stainless steel 1.4441 (AISI 316L) and titanium
alloy Ti6Al4V were chosen as testing tasks. These screws were made using conventional
machining methods and also by 3D printing with machining as a finishing operation.
Dry spruce wood and human/bovine cadaveric bones were chosen as the fasteners.
A certain variability of the technological procedure of placing (screwing) the screw
was selected (the size of the pre-drilled holes (0.0032 m; 0.0055 m) for the thread, the
use of the screw taps in the bones according to the surgical procedures in orthopaedics
and traumatology).
From the above, it is clear that the newly designed tangential foundation model can be
used for anisotropic/orthotropic or isotropic materials and it depends on the knowledge of
the course of pull-out tests of screws in the fasteners.
In all test cases, a high consensus with the experiment (pull-out tests) was achieved,
and the proposed tangential elastic foundation model is suitable for both technical and
biomechanical applications.
Uniaxial pull-out tests afford an accurate method of comparing and evaluating screw
joints. Our acquired results (dependencies, limit states huE ; FE i, regressions, etc.) are in
good agreements with other references. For example, see [10,16,24,25,27].
There are also other possible directions of development in theoretical and application areas, such as biomechanics (i.e., applications in traumatology and orthopaedics,
see [12–15,17,19,24–26,28–30], etc.), wooden structures (see [1,2,6,8]), plastics and probabilistic reliability assessment of screw joints (see [3,6,29,31–33], etc).
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